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INTRODUCTION
Junior year is an incredibly busy and potentially stressful time for high schoolers. That’s understandable: 
there’s a LOT going on! One of the biggest sources of stress for both parents and students is not having a 
clear picture of how all the moving parts of junior year work together.

The goal of this guide is to give you an overview of the entire scope of junior year. With our advice on how 
to do the right things at the right times, we hope you’ll be able to keep the stress of junior year manageable.

In the following pages, you’ll learn about:

• How junior year fits into the high school experience
• Valuable practical skills that will help students’ academic performance
• Selecting classes that keep students on the right trajectory in school
• Deepening extracurricular activities and exploring leadership
• Important standardized tests 
• Starting the college application process

We’ve used our experience working with over a thousand high school juniors to create this guide. We’ve 
seen firsthand that working at the right pace—neither behind schedule nor ahead—is incredibly effective. If 
you trust in the method we’ve laid out and take things step by step, you can look forward to a productive 
and engaging junior year.

REVISITING YOUR HIGH SCHOOL 
ROADMAP
We encourage students to begin mapping out their high school path at the beginning of freshman year by 
considering personal factors as well as academic ones using our High School Roadmap.

Any student who has not yet completed a High School Roadmap should do so ASAP. By laying out the path 
ahead, students will be able to reduce the stress of the high school experience and spend their time on the 
activities they’ve made a priority. Although the Roadmap is flexible and can be changed, it helps articulate 
student’s priorities and determine how they want to spend their time and energy. 

After creating a Roadmap, students should then fill out the Roadmap Assessment. Both the Roadmap and 
the Assessment can be found in Appendix A of this guide.
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In this section, we’ll cover the key skills juniors need to have as they move into the latter half of high school 
and beyond. For students who struggle with time management, study skills, or project planning, it’s vital to 
address areas that need attention now. If needed, families should seek outside support from a tutor.

Time Management Tips

Tip #1: Get a calendar, agenda book, or both.
By the time junior year rolls around, students will need some kind of scheduling or 
calendar system, which is why establishing and fine-tuning that system in sophomore 
year is so helpful. A student can use a paper system or a digital one, but the system should 
include a calendar feature (for tracking club meetings, test dates, and athletic events) as 
well as a task feature (for tracking daily homework and other personal to-dos).

Tip #2: Stick to the system.
The best organizational system in the world is useless if it’s not used well or consistently. 
Part of the process of calendaring and adding tasks should be a daily or weekly review of 
items. Students should get in the habit of adding items or events as soon as they come 
up. This will prevent things from falling through the cracks and will allow students to get 
a comprehensive picture of what they need to accomplish over the next day, week, and 
month.

Tip #3: Schedule according to energy levels (when possible). 
We realize students have a lot of non-negotiables in their schedule: they don’t get to take 
chemistry class whenever it suits them or choose when softball practice is held. However, 
students can allocate their time for homework, studying, and project research in ways 
that make sense for their own energy levels. Students will need to undertake some self-
reflection to understand when they work best and then schedule their time accordingly.

Tip #4: Minimize distractions.
Most students study better without their smartphones nearby, and some students will 
even find that they need to turn off their computer’s wifi to avoid getting derailed. Other 
distractions can be environmental, such as a too-loud (or too-quiet) workspace or visual 
clutter. Students should determine their biggest distractions and then adjust their work 
environment accordingly to emphasize productivity. The number of distractions only 
increases as students get older, so it’s important to establish good working behaviors now.

Tip #5: Take a break. 
Taking breaks, even as short as five minutes, is a critical part of an effective time 
management game plan. Walking around the block, or even just standing and stretching, 
helps wake up the body, refresh the mind, and sharpen focus. Breaks should be taken at 
least once an hour, but can be taken as often as every 25 minutes; students will need to 
find their own rhythm. For information on one of our favorite methods, the Pomodoro 
Technique, check out our blog post (also listed in the Resources section of this guide).

BUILD PRACTICAL SKILLS
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Exam Study Skills: Signet’s Signature Method

Students often think of studying as the thing they have to do in order to get good grades. But studying has 
deep connections to learning: it’s about developing habits of mind that can be used over and over again. 
Building good study habits now will help students in high school, college, and even their careers.

Students who are skilled at studying are able to plan ahead, reduce their stress, and optimize their work 
to use their time effectively. Below, we’ve laid out a step-by-step template students can use to build and 
refine their own study process. For a more detailed breakdown of our method, check out Signet’s Guide to 
Successful Studying (listed in the Resources section of this guide).

» Step #1: Understand the Exam.

The first step of studying well is knowing what to study for. Students should aim to complete this step as 
soon as possible after an exam is announced. The goal should be to understand as much as possible about 
the test prior to starting the study process. 

At the end of this step, students should have a clear, written statement of what the exam will entail.

» Step 2: Gather and Assess Study Materials.

Once it’s clear what the exam will cover, students should collect everything they might use to study. Start 
by making a list of all the materials used in the class and determine which will be most helpful. When the 
important materials have been identified, students should gather all of those materials in one place, either 
physically or digitally.

At the end of this step, students should have one location where they can easily access all the necessary 
study materials. 

» Step 3: Create a Study Guide. 

Once students have compiled their materials, they should consolidate and synthesize the different 
resources into a single document that can be used for studying. This will make it easier to review the course 
content. 

At the end of this step, students should have a study guide, ideally in just one document. 

» Step 4: Determine How to Review.

Next, students need to determine how to review the study guide. This depends on the course and on how 
the exam will be structured. Working with partners and actively synthesizing materials is better than just re-
reading notes, as it helps students internalize the concepts and master the material.

At the end of this step, students should draft a clear checklist of how they will use the study guide materials 
to prepare effectively. 
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» Step 5: Create a Study Timeline. 

Once students have both the proper materials and a checklist of what needs to be accomplished, they 
should set up a timeline. This means breaking each item on the checklist into “mini-assignments” with 
specific tasks and clear due dates.  

At the end of this step, students should have a clear, written timeline with specific assignments and due 
dates.

» Step 6: Study! 

Now is the time to put that study plan into action. Students should work diligently and update the plan as 
necessary.  

After this step, students should be ready to take the exam.

» Step 7: After the Exam, Review Performance. 

This is one of the most overlooked steps to becoming a better studier. Students should always analyze their 
performance after the exam to determine what went well and where they could improve.

At the end of this step, students should have a written post-mortem which they can reference prior to the 
next exam.

For many students, understanding that studying is a repeatable process (rather than a recurring nightmare) 
is an eye-opening experience. And it’s even more powerful once they implement the process and find 
success using it.
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Essential Junior Year Study Skills

We’ve already touched on the idea that high school juniors have challenging, full schedules. Without a 
doubt, junior year is also the most academically challenging year of high school. Students may be enrolled 
in tough courses such as AP or Honors classes, and grades count more than ever in college admissions.

That’s why we recommend that in addition to effective studying for exams, juniors should build big-picture 
study habits and time management skills they can use all year long. These skills will carry students forward 
through college and even into their future careers.

1. Plan Ahead by Thinking Backwards 
Junior year involves many landmarks, including the SAT or ACT and AP exams. It is crucial to take into 
consideration not only the timing of these exams, but also the preparation involved. While the spring 
of junior year may sound like an appealing time to take the SAT or ACT, this may coincide with studying 
for AP exams as well as final projects or exams for courses. Therefore, it is important to look ahead 
and determine the dates of exams or assignments that can’t be changed, then schedule around them, 
counting backwards to establish the right amount of preparation time.

2. Use the Weekend 
Although some students may have already accepted this, for many high school students, junior year 
is the first time that doing homework or studying on the weekends will be essential in order to stay 
on track. It may be difficult for a student to give up their “freedom,” but a few weekend hours spent 
taking a practice test or finishing an essay for English class can make it possible to keep up with other 
commitments while adequately preparing for the major assessments ahead. It also makes the school 
week less hectic. However, we do encourage students to set aside one weekend day as a “day of rest” to 
recharge their batteries. 

3. Prioritize
Between classes and preparing for standardized exams, the school year may already seem very full, 
but junior year is also the perfect time for students to get more involved in extracurricular activities. 
We highly recommend pursuing leadership roles or major projects in a few extracurriculars rather than 
having minor roles in multiple activities. Students should be selective with their time, engaging in the 
activities that are most important to them and balancing school work with other commitments.

Plan Your Work, Work Your Plan
Students (like many adults!) often conflate the processes of planning and working. This means that they 
are simultaneously making decisions about what they should do next and trying to execute that plan. This 
presents students with significant challenges:

• Students don’t have a good sense of how to use their time. 
• Students must constantly decide what to do next.
• Students may not have all the resources necessary to complete the appropriate assignments.
• Students may finish a work session and realize they’ve missed something really big.

The antidote to these problems is to help students manage their effort and time in a way that addresses 
everything from small assignments to large semester-long projects. Enter the methodology of “plan 
your work, work your plan.” We’ve included a breakdown of this time-tested technique here and in our 
Resources section of this guide.
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ACTION ITEM: The Self-Report Card. Students may want to create a Self-Report Card (https://bit.
ly/2Ah0AF3) that defines their vision of success, breaks it down into measurable goals, and then 
measures their progress. Students will be responsible for honestly grading themselves and should 
complete a Self-Report Card as often as they receive one from school.

Sample: My Self Report Card

My Vision of Success: Get my schoolwork done on time without having to pull all-

nighters or spend the whole weekend working.

Goal Progress Self-Grade Notes What Will I 
Change?

Start homework 
by 3pm

Usually happens 
3 out of 5 days/
week

B If I get on my 
phone after 
school, I tend to 
start homework 
late

Set an alarm 
for 3pm so I 
know to put 
my phone 
away and start 
working

Get 8 hours of 
sleep

This has been 
really successful

A Going to bed 
the same time 
every night 
made this easier

Keep doing 
what I’m doing!

Plan out larger 
projects so I’m 
not rushed at 
the end

Did this at the 
beginning of 
the semester 
but didn't keep 
up with it

C+ I need to do 
some planning 
every day or 
things slip 
through the 
cracks

Before I start 
homework, take 
10 minutes each 
day to plan 
out long-term 
assignments or 
projects
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MENTAL HEALTH AND MANAGING STRESS
Students come to Signet for academic help, but often other factors such as stress, anxiety, and mental 
health issues are affecting their academic performance. And it’s no wonder: high school is an incredibly 
stressful time. With academics, extracurriculars, and social plans, it’s easy for a student’s schedule to 
become overcrowded, resulting in their health taking a big hit. 

Many parents want to know how they can help their students. We’ve included a checklist of the top 10 
things families can do to improve student well-being below. For a deeper dive, we’ve listed our guide,
An Intro to Mental Health in High School, in the Resources section of this guide.

Check in with students... Family members often zoom past the day while hardly acknowledging each 
other’s presence. Whenever possible, parents should connect with students to let them know they’re 
there and that they care about them.

#1

...but not too much. Parents should trust their instincts when it comes to a student’s boundaries, 
limits, and willingness to talk about emotions. They should also check in with their own anxiety or 
stress and do their best to leave it at the door.

#2

Listen fully. When a student does choose to talk, parents should give them their full attention and 
presence—put the phone down, turn away from the computer, etc.. Just listen: listening does not 
mean thinking of ways to fix a problem or planning what words to offer as advice. After listening, 
determine whether the student wants help, advice, or comfort, and go from there.

#3

Have compassion for their freakouts. Students are strong and capable, but they’re also teenagers—
sometimes they snap! A parent doesn’t need to be a doormat for a student’s misdirected tirades, but 
tapping into calm and compassion will help defuse the situation. It will also demonstrate to students 
that it’s possible to maintain control and steadiness during difficult situations.

#4

Help them look at their fears. To reduce the occurrence of the aforementioned freakouts, parents 
should talk to students about their biggest fears surrounding school and life in general. Reassure 
students that they will be okay and that they have parental support regardless of what happens with 
grades, college, career, etc.

#5

Provide healthy food options. The mind and body are one connected unit, and poor nutrition can 
wreak havoc on the body and increase stress levels. Although it’s time-consuming, making an effort to 
provide nourishing meals and have healthy snacks available directly contributes to a student’s health.

#6

Provide opportunities for exercise. Although some high schools waive their physical education class 
requirement, parents can propose family bike rides, trips to the local swimming pool, or a game of 
catch in the backyard. If students are not involved in a sport and families have the means, investing in 
a family gym membership can be beneficial for everyone.

#7

Make time for fun. Students need to put down the books and do something they enjoy on a regular 
basis—with or without parents! Taking breaks for fun activities can be a powerful morale boost, 
especially when a student’s energy level seems low.

#8
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Encourage rest. Parents should do what they can to support healthy sleep habits for their students. 
Encourage family down time, too; not every moment spent together has to be filled with activities, 
talking, or eating.

#9

Prioritize self-care. Parents who take good care of themselves model healthy mental and physical 
well-being for their students. Self-care also helps parents be better equipped to weather the emotional 
storms of high school alongside their students.

#10

Mental Health in High School: Common Challenges

Very often, parents will approach Signet with a challenge that they believe is due to a lack of student 
motivation or effort, or else is someone’s fault (a teacher, education system, etc.). Parents want to fix the 
problem with tutoring or coaching, but these challenges may actually be caused by underlying mental 
health issues.

We want to empower parents to raise their own awareness around mental health. Three of the most 
common mental health issues faced by adolescents in the U.S. these days are depression, anxiety, and 
ADHD. Each has its own challenges, but also plenty of resources, support, and treatment options.

To help you learn about the factors that contribute to mental health and the signs that may indicate a 
mental health issue, we’ve put together a simple Mental Health Checklist (also found in Appendix B) that 
covers some of the factors that can contribute to mental health. This is not a comprehensive diagnostic 
tool, but it can be used for reflection and as a conversation starter.

There are no right or wrong answers here, just the start of a process that we hope will create dialogue 
between parents and students. Parents who recognize some of the mental health challenges described on 
the checklist should consider talking to a doctor or trained mental health professional.

Identify Trusted Adults

By junior year, students are starting to transition out of being adolescents and into the adults they will 
become. Of course, this is an going process that takes several years, and as adult readers can attest, 
you never really stop growing as a person. However, during this particular transition time, it can be 
advantageous for students to cultivate relationships with trusted adults. These individuals can offer students 
support in a number of ways. They may:

• Help students find meaning and define their purpose.
• Provide help when students are faced with difficult social decisions and peer pressure.
• Offer advice throughout the college process.
• Give feedback on college applications, particularly the personal statement and other essays.
• Engage students in discussions about career possibilities and exploration.

It is certainly possible for parents to fill the role of trusted adult in their students’ lives. However, it is equally 
likely that parents are a little too close to their children to offer impartial advice or let students make 
mistakes for the sake of learning. Students may also turn to teachers, other family members or family 
friends, club or team leaders, school or private counselors, and even their tutors for advice and support.
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Asking Teachers for Help

Asking teachers for help is not only okay, it is an essential part of the learning process. That being said, there 
really are right and wrong ways to seek help. The correct way to seek help is through an active approach, 
which involves the following:

1. Clearly articulate what they need. It’s vital to review course materials and determine at what point, 
precisely, things start to fall apart. 

2. Try to remedy the situation alone first. Before approaching a teacher, a student should try to solve the 
problem on their own.

3. Write down questions in advance. Nothing makes teachers shut down like a student dropping a book 
or math problem at their feet and saying, “I don’t get it.” Students should write up concrete questions 
before asking for help.

4. Choose when and how to reach out. In many cases, problems can be answered directly via email or 
during class. If students schedule a meeting during a teacher’s office hours, they should take active 
notes on the session and make sure they understand the answers to their questions.

Phrases associated with active learners include:

“I understand everything up to this point, but I get lost after that.”
“I understand _______, but I don’t quite get ________.”
“I think I’m in over my head and need some guidance to get out.”
“________ isn’t making sense, but I’ve tried and I can’t figure out where I’m getting lost.
“Do you know of other resources I could use to try to figure this out?”

Teachers love when students reach out for help, provided they are active learners who are taking charge of 
their own academic destiny.

Strengthening Relationships with Counselors and Teachers

School counselors and teachers are some of the most valuable resources students have. They have 
significant experience with many of the challenges students will face in high school, including academic 
struggles, social difficulties, and the college admissions process. Yet many students don’t take advantage of 
these resources by building strong relationships with their teachers and counselors.

Building stronger bonds with teachers and counselors might seem like a mystery, but students can achieve 
this goal through a set of simple best practices:

• Display exemplary behavior. Students want to be memorable to their teachers and counselors, but not 
because they acted out in class or got in trouble. Seek to be a good example for others by showing up 
on time, paying attention in class, and being respectful.

• Participate. Students should ask questions during class and make it clear that they want to understand 
the material being taught. Complete assignments thoroughly and on time, and play an active role in 
group activities in the classroom.

• Go the extra mile. If a student needs more clarification with material, they should set up a meeting 
to ask the teacher for help. Students can also introduce themselves to their counselors and request a 
meeting to discuss their goals for high school and college. Putting in this extra effort is a great way to 
stand out.

• Remembers counselors and teachers are real people. Students should remember that these adults 
have full lives outside the classroom. Smile, greet them in the hallway, and ask how they’re doing when 
it’s appropriate. These small gestures can go a long way toward creating meaningful connections.
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Staying Out Of The High School Whirlpool
One of the biggest culprits of stress in high 
school, for students and parents alike, is the high 
school whirlpool. What exactly is the whirlpool? 
It’s a phenomenon that begins when parents and 
students start to “hear things,” usually in 9th or 
10th grade, about how kids can be “successful.” 
The rumors often focus on getting into the most 
exclusive or elite colleges. Families in academically 
competitive schools and with high-achieving teens 
are the most likely to get sucked into the whirlpool. 

It starts with a story, typically about some 
unidentified child that is supposed to represent 
every high schooler’s experience:

Getting sucked in happens slowly at first; one 
story becomes two, two become ten, and before 
you know it, rumors and comparisons have come 
to dominate a family’s high school experience. 
Parents and students may begin changing their 
course of action, reacting to the things they’ve 
heard about how to be “successful,” perhaps 
without ever defining what success actually means 
to them. At the center of the whirlpool, decisions 
are being made that don’t reflect students’ best 
interests.

The bad news is that some people never escape 
the whirlpool. They stay stuck through college 
and throughout their adult lives. “Keeping up with 
the Joneses” is one manifestation of the whirlpool 
beyond high school.

The good news is, you CAN avoid the whirlpool. It 
is not an inevitable part of high school!
 
How to Avoid the Whirlpool

• Don’t bury your head in the sand. Trying to 
avoid the rumor mill of high school might 
seem reasonable, but unfortunately, it isn’t 
very effective. These rumors and comparisons 
are part of the high-school social fabric for 
both parents and students, and there will be 
times when you just can’t get away, short of 
plugging your ears and shouting “La la la!” mid-
conversation.

• Get informed. Having plenty of good 
information about the high school experience, 
and particularly the college application 
process, will give your family confidence in the 
decisions you make together and make you less 
vulnerable to being influenced by what other 
families are doing.

• Focus on what’s best for your student. It’s 
vital that you prioritize your student’s mental, 
emotional, physical, and spiritual development 
above all else, including how they compare 
to others. Where your child goes to school is 
important, but guiding them toward being a 
happy and healthy adult is significantly more so. 

• Help your student create their own trajectory. 
Students should think through what they want 
out of high school, and then work hard to 
stay on their own path. This involves defining 
what success means to them, across multiple 
dimensions (including the mental, emotional, 
physical, and spiritual components described 
above).

The high school whirlpool is dangerous, but you do 
not have to get caught in the vortex. If students set 
their own course and pursue it relentlessly, and if 
parents support them in a way that promotes their 
individual development, everyone will be swimming 
for the horizon in no time.

I heard about a boy last year who got a 
32 on the ACT and didn’t get accepted 
to any of the 7 schools where he applied.

I heard Asian Americans from my child’s 
school never get admitted to Ivy Leagues.

I heard that colleges frown upon 
dropping a language during high school, 
so I shouldn’t allow my daughter to drop 
Spanish class.
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EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
At Signet, we believe in supporting and nurturing the whole student. This means that for us, participation 
in extracurriculars is far more than just a box to be ticked on an application. With the right amount of 
investment and engagement, these experiences can have positive effects well into adulthood.
 
Before we dive into what it means to be involved with extracurricular activities in junior year, let’s first take a 
step back and understand what we mean when we talk about extracurriculars, and why we think they’re so 
important.

Student Growth and Well-Being

The process of extracurricular involvement teaches students how to find, pursue, 
and master their genuine interests, ultimately leading to character development and 
a more meaningful life. A commitment to learning and engagement outside of the 
classroom has been proven to garner endless benefits to students throughout high 
school and college, and into adulthood.

For parents who are in the workforce, imagine what life would be like without hobbies and interests outside 
of your daily routine. Even those of us who are fortunate enough to have found work we are passionate 
about look forward to that yoga class, weekend volunteer shift, or getting to work on the Great American 
Novel. First and foremost, extracurriculars are enriching!

Increasing Involvement in Extracurriculars

In terms of college applications, extracurriculars are important because they help 
students stand out as individuals. Schools are getting more competitive all the time, 
so even the best grades and test scores don’t help students significantly differentiate 
themselves. Admissions officers have a large pool of applicants who meet those 
requirements.

More importantly, grades don’t tell colleges a lot about who students really are. Of course, admissions 
officers understand that students with high academic performance are probably dedicated, studious, and 
mature, but they also want to understand each student’s unique personality.

This is why colleges, especially highly selective ones, look closely at students’ extracurricular activities. 
The most important thing students can do is represent themselves truthfully. That starts with choosing 
extracurriculars that ignite passion or spark joy. Students are busy and their time is valuable, so they should 
focus on pursuing what truly lights them up inside.

Leadership in Junior Year

“Leadership.” We have it in quotes for a reason. Most people think of leadership as 
a title, a few speeches, and impressive feats of management. But leadership is a lot 
more than that. Leadership is about loving something enough, being so committed to 
it, that you develop a deep psychological ownership of it.
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Being a leader means going the extra mile to get something done right. It means finding others who will 
support you in your cause and projects. It means creating and owning your own vision for what you’re 
doing. This doesn’t have to be public or larger-than-life. Leadership might be quiet and take place behind 
the scenes. Students will know they’re leading when they shift from waiting for tasks to be given to them to 
acting based on their own desires and vision.

Through the first half of high school, your student might have explored a variety of extracurriculars, and 
then found ways to more consistently be involved in the activities that resonated with them. Leadership is 
the next phase, where the student really makes an activity their own.

The good news is that colleges are usually very open-minded when it comes to the notion of leadership. 
Students have lots of latitude to pursue traditional or alternative ways of stepping into leadership roles.

Traditional Leadership. Traditional leadership looks familiar to us. Class President. Captain of the basketball 
team. What’s great about traditional leadership is it comes with a set of clear expectations about what’s 
involved, for both students who take up these roles and admissions officers reviewing them on the activities 
list. We instinctively know that the Class President was probably responsible for working with administrators 
and planning a large event such as Senior Prom, while the captain of the basketball team served as a model 
for sportsmanlike conduct and boosted the team’s morale.

Alternative Leadership. Colleges also value students who choose to embrace broader definitions of what 
leadership can look like. For certain schools, students who embody unconventional, outside-the-box 
leadership might be a perfect fit with the school’s culture and identity.

Here are some examples of alternative leadership: 

• Pursuing an independent creative project on nights and weekends that you can then share with the 
world.

• Getting fellow members of the swim team together at a local pool to swim laps during the off-season.
• Helping out with your family business, taking care of your siblings, or spending time with an aging 

grandparent.
• Community organizing around a cause you’re passionate about. 
• Being so interested in a particular culture that you learn its language to more thoroughly explore its 

history.
• Mapping out a road trip for you and three friends that’s structured around an interest you share. 
• Organizing a speaker series at your school around a topic you want to raise awareness of.

Sharing a list like this is slightly risky, as some students might copy these activities and think that that means 
they are leaders. That’s not how it works! Leadership should be an organic outgrowth of a genuine interest 
and engagement in an activity, which means everyone’s leadership will look different.

When looking for leadership opportunities, students should not worry about titles or accomplishments. 
Rather, students should focus on the concepts of initiative (taking matters into their own hands) 
and engagement (being invested in their own causes). These qualities foster long-term growth and 
development, and encompass a broader definition of what it means to be a leader.
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Summer Activities and Programs

At Signet, we don’t believe in overscheduled summers. But we also think that students’ time in high school 
is precious and should be used thoughtfully. 

When planning their summers, students should try something that matches their interests but that they 
simply don’t have time for during the school year. Let’s look at four strategies when considering summer 
activities:

1. DEVELOP EXISTING INTERESTS. Some students have already demonstrated a strong interest in one 
particular area. These students should look for opportunities that will give them real-world experience 
in that area of interest.

Yujin loves writing poetry and excels in his literary arts classes. Yujin might want to research local 
writing workshops such as those offered by the Carnegie Center for Literacy and Learning, or 
even look into literature classes offered by his local university or community college.

2. GAIN WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE. Gain valuable workplace experience over the break. Internships and 
summer jobs will both expand a student’s horizons and introduce them to possible  
career paths.

Kima is interested in business and loves Snapchat. Instead of spending her summer updating her 
Story obsessively, she lands a social media marketing internship at a local clothing company. 
(She found this internship through a website like Internships.com, or by using the techniques to 
find the perfect internship later in this guide.)

3. ENROLL IN A SUMMER PROGRAM. Academic programs at colleges or universities are a popular way to 
spend the summer and get a taste of what life might be like after high school.  

Robert is from the South, but dreams of living in New York City. His parents enroll him in a pre-
college program offered by New York University. Not only does Robert get to engage in college-
level academic work, he also learns what life will be like as an independent student in Manhattan.

4. VOLUNTEER FOR A GOOD CAUSE. Last but absolutely not least, students may choose to spend time 
volunteering. Whether they want to continue working with an affiliation from the school or reach out 
to a new organization, volunteering is an amazing way to help the community and also begin making 
connections that will be helpful later on.

Reza has worked throughout the year with his mosque’s food bank. With record-breaking heat 
on the way, he knows that summer will require a lot of outreach to get food to those who need 
it. He speaks to his food bank’s organizer about expanding his work so that he can be both “on 
the ground” and “in office” for his mosque’s summer food initiatives.
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Creating a Resume:
As students gain experience in extracurricular activities and the working world, it’s incredibly useful for 
them to begin creating a resume to document these experiences. Most students will need a resume on 
hand if they are applying to college summer programs, and later on they’ll also need one to pursue jobs 
during or after college. A resume can also help simplify completion of the activity list portion of the college 
application. We’ve included a sample resume template that students can adapt Appendix C.

ACADEMICS
In junior year, students’ choices about the courses they take have the potential to impact their senior year 
courses, college admissions, and possibly even college course selection. While a student’s academic advisor 
or school counselor is the best person to walk them through selecting the right courses, this section of the 
guide will provide general advice on course requirements and selection.

High School Academics Checklist
*Source: NACAC

• English classes - Four full years.
• Math classes - Four full years. 

Math classes should include at least four of the following six classes, usually taken in this order:
› Pre-algebra 
› Algebra
› Geometry
› Algebra II and/or Trigonometry
› Precalculus
› Calculus

• Laboratory science classes - Three - four years.  
Preferably, students should have at least one year of each:

› Biology
› Chemistry
› Physics

• Social sciences  - Two years minimum. Options include:
› World History
› American History
› Government 
› Sociology 
› Geography
› Psychology

• World language - Two to four years. 
• Vsual or performing arts - A small number of colleges require one year prior to admission. 
• College prep curriculum - Most colleges require students to meet certain standards.
• Athletes: Work with your counselor and coaches to make sure that your classes meet the standards of 

the NCAA Clearinghouse. Refer to http://eligibilitycenter.org for more information.
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Choosing Classes for Junior Year

Each year, NACAC polls the thousands of colleges around the country to provide insight into the college 
admissions process for students and families. At the heart of this survey is a question about what colleges 
seek in their applicants. For the past decade, the most important components of a student’s application 
have remained the same: grades in college preparatory coursework, GPA, test scores, and strength of 
curriculum.

Though grades and test scores tend to be self-explanatory, the concept of strength of curriculum (or 
“course rigor”) can trip up even the most savvy high school students and their parents. Put simply, “strength 
of curriculum” references the kinds of classes (like AP, Honors, Regents, Accelerated, IB, and others) that a 
student chooses to take.

Ultimately, college admissions officers are hoping to admit students who have demonstrated two important 
qualities via their course selection: first, that the student seeks out academic challenges by taking the 
most rigorous courses available (as noted above); and second, that the student can excel in this difficult 
coursework, since that illustrates their ability to succeed in similarly demanding college courses.

Because of the important role that strength of curriculum plays in the admissions process, it’s worth noting 
how course selection can impact a high school senior’s college application. By enrolling in the “honors” 
track of courses early on, for example, students position themselves well for rigorous courses throughout 
high school. (Note that college admissions officers always evaluate a student’s application, including 
strength of curriculum, based upon what is available at that particular high school.)

As students and their parents consider course selection for junior year, they should be mindful of also 
balancing other needs. In order to live an active life outside of the classroom, students need to have time 
and energy after school work is complete. When choosing courses, consider the homework load, and how 
that may impact extracurricular commitments and overall stress levels.

Choosing Classes for Senior Year

Although high school folklore may indicate that senior year “doesn’t matter” in terms of academics, the 
reality is that the classes a student chooses during senior year are still quite important. We encourage 
students to take the most appropriately demanding courses possible as seniors. For many students, this 
may mean enrolling in AP or Honors courses.

However, as with all other years of high school, the classes chosen in senior year should be the best fit for 
a particular student. While some seniors can easily take on a full course load of AP classes, others will find 
this kind of schedule too demanding to be successful. All students need to strive for a balance of academic 
rigor, extracurricular interests, additional responsibilities, and physical and mental well-being.

Students should also keep in mind that various components of the college application process, including 
the applications themselves, standardized testing, and essay-writing, are also happening during senior year. 
This extra work can take a toll on students and should be accounted for when making final decisions about 
senior-year courses.  
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A Note on AP Exams:

We often hear students in competitive school 
districts ask, “Shouldn’t I take as many AP exams 
as possible?” The answer is: not necessarily. With 
very few exceptions, students should only take AP 
exams after completing related AP courses. And 
if a student still doesn’t feel adequately prepared 
for the exam after taking an AP course and doing 
their own preparation, it may be wise to consider 
skipping the exam altogether. It’s better not to take 
an AP exam than to have a low grade submitted to 
colleges.

On a similar note, we don’t advocate blindly for 
a “the more AP classes, the better” approach. As 
mentioned in the previous section, students need 
to weigh the academic rigor of an AP course 
against their interest level and facility in the 
subject as well as the amount of time they want 
to dedicate to both academics and other pursuits. 
These decisions aren’t always easy, but learning 
to manage one’s time and energy is a valuable 
skill that will serve students well beyond their high 
school years.

Studying for finals

Although final exams feel more intimidating, they are really just like any other exam. We recommend taking 
the advice of Cal Newport, one of our favorite writers. This comes straight from Professor Newport’s 
excellent book, How to Become a Straight-A Student: The Unconventional Strategies Real College 
Students Use to Score High While Studying Less (also found in the Resources section of this guide).

1. Avoid “pseudo-work”. Incredibly, Newport finds that the most effective learners often spend less time 
with books open than their classmates do. Instead of slogging through long sessions of “pseudo-work”, 
high-efficiency studiers work in “a small number of short, high-intensity sessions”.

2. Manage time with daily schedules. In order to plan these high-intensity sessions, hour-by-hour daily 
schedules are necessary. These schedules should be updated every morning, and should include 
everything a student plans to accomplish during a given day—even leisure activities.

3. Take great notes; gather all the materials. Now we come to the actual studying. Students should be 
taking detailed, organized notes in class. When it’s time to study for the final, these notes will help them 
understand what their teacher wants in words that a student can easily comprehend. 

4. Use the “quiz-and-recall” method. A student should be able to cover core concepts in their own 
words. Instead of “passively reviewing” a concept, students should write out their understanding of the 
concept in their own words. Being able to do that is true content mastery.  

5. Reach out for help. The best way to eliminate “question marks” around course content is to study with 
classmates, reach out to teachers, or seek the help of professional tutors and academic coaches.
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STANDARDIZED TESTS
Standardized testing is an important part of a student’s junior year. In this section we’ve broken down the 
main examinations a high school junior may face. For more details, refer to Signet's Guide to Standardized 
Tests listed in the Resources section of this guide.  

PSAT or Pre-ACT

The PSAT and Pre-ACT are the first standardized tests students have the option to take in junior year. These 
tests are not required by colleges for admission purposes, but they do have some useful benefits.

First, they can act as a benchmark for where students are in terms of standardized testing at the start of 11th 
grade, and may indicate whether students will need extra support to boost their SAT or ACT scores.

Second, if a student has access to both tests (the PSAT is currently more commonly offered in schools than 
the Pre-ACT), the results of taking both may hint at whether a student will perform better on the SAT or 
ACT. We still recommend taking diagnostics of both the SAT and ACT, however, because they do differ from 
the PSAT and Pre-ACT.

Third, the PSAT is also the National Merit Scholar Qualifying Test (NMSQT). Students who score very well 
on the PSAT may be eligible for scholarships, either through the National Merit Scholars directly or through 
colleges that have access to their scores. Although these scores will not factor into a student’s admission, 
colleges may be able to see how students performed on the PSAT or Pre-ACT.

If one or both of these tests are available in junior year, students should definitely use the opportunity to 
take them. They provide great practice for being in a standardized testing environment that includes several 
hours of examination.

Students should only prepare lightly for the PSAT or Pre-ACT. Consider going through some practice 
questions to get a feel for the style of the exam and make sure to be well-rested on test day. Other than 
that, students should save their real studying efforts for the exams down the road.

Taking the ACT or SAT

Parents often wonder why their child has to consider two college entrance exams, and whether one is 
better than the other. The short answer is no. Both tests are accepted by all colleges. The SAT and ACT are 
administered by two separate testing bodies, which were both created decades ago but which have slightly 
different philosophies.

The architects of the SAT designed it as an “aptitude” test, meaning it assesses a student’s academic 
aptitude, or natural ability to pursue academics. The SAT was developed to help make college admissions 
more equitable and the questions tend to be complex and require a lot of reasoning capacity.

The ACT was created by a scholar who did not agree with the testing methodology of the SAT. Rather than 
taking an aptitude test—a test to measure potential ability—he felt students should be judged based on 
whether or not they had internalized the basics that a high schooler should have learned. Thus, the ACT’s 
questions often seem a lot more straightforward to students, as they look more like what they’ve learned in 
class.
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Both the SAT and the ACT assess students on a similar set of concepts (reading, math, grammar, writing, 
and data analysis), but each has its own testing philosophy and history. For decades, colleges preferred one 
test over another based on their geography, as the SAT was much more common on the coasts and the 
ACT was much more prevalent in the Midwest. 

Ten to fifteen years ago, everything began to change. As the competition for qualified candidates became 
more and more fierce, colleges decided to accept both tests. Today, virtually no college has a preference. 
The SAT and ACT serve as a standardized academic indicator to help colleges compare students.

Although we recommend every student take the SAT or ACT (but not both!), not every college will require 
it. There’s a growing “Test Optional” movement, where colleges accept applications without standardized 
test scores, and every year more and more colleges join. However, at this stage in junior year, it’s still very 
hard to determine whether a student will apply only to test optional schools, so all students should begin 
the test prep process unless and until they have a well-considered reason not to.

Standardized Testing Plan

The below standardized testing plan is a quick overview of a much more expansive process. For the detailed 
plan, check out our Guide to SAT/ACT Preparation which can also be found in the Resources section.

1. Get a benchmark score and choose either the SAT or the ACT. Although the SAT and ACT cover the 
same general topics, they do have some differences (structure, types of questions, skills prioritized). As a 
result, students may perform better on or prefer one test over another.

On average, 50-60% of students will score comparably on either test. For 20-30% of students, the test they 
choose will make some difference on their final score. And 10-20% of students will find that choosing the 
right test can have a massive impact on their performance.

To establish a benchmark, students should ideally take a full-length practice exam for both the SAT and 
the ACT. Since the tests are scored differently, compare them using a concordance table (https://bit.
ly/2JtlAHX/). Students should also factor in which test felt easier, because this may indicate that a student 
has more potential on that test. Remember to only use real materials for diagnostic tests, which are 
available on the SAT and ACT websites.

2.  Set a goal score. It can be difficult to set a goal score before a student knows where they intend to apply 
to college. But not having a goal score means students never know when they are done with standardized 
testing!

We recommend doing some basic research on test scores, looking at the average scores for colleges that 
interest your student. As a rule of thumb, students can expect to improve their diagnostic test scores by 
100-200 points for the SAT and 1-3 points for the ACT. Anything more will require significant effort and 
coaching, although it is possible. All of these factors can help students determine a goal score for the SAT 
or ACT.

3. Choose a target test date. We advise students to plan for two test sittings, ideally one in late fall/winter 
(Dec-Feb) and one in early spring (Feb-April). First sittings can be nerve-wracking for students, and they 
often score significantly better the second time around without much additional effort. This timeline not 
only gets standardized testing out of the way before finals and AP exams, it also allows students to get 
additional help and test again later in the year or over the summer if needed. Remember that students 
should stick with either the SAT or the ACT for both test sittings.
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4. Create a test prep plan. A student’s test prep plan should definitely include one to three full length, timed 
practice tests and a structured curriculum that addresses specific sections and assigns specific times when 
your student plans to work on them. Test prep should focus on steady and consistent effort to achieve the 
best results. 

If a student hasn’t started test prep yet, now’s the time to jump in! Make sure to start at the beginning of the 
timeline, as the first steps are crucial for success.

SAT Subject Tests

SAT Subject Tests (SAT STs) are hour-long, subject-specific exams that are required by some colleges. 
These tests can be taken on nearly all SAT test dates, and students may choose to take up to three tests in 
one sitting.

We’ve compiled an exhaustive overview of the SAT Subject Test areas on our blog. Also, check out a list of 
schools that require SAT Subject Tests prepared by the College Board, the company that administers the 
SAT STs. Both links are also listed in our Resources section.

Many admissions officers say that SAT STs rank pretty low in importance. That doesn’t mean students 
should ignore them, but it does put the amount of work that should be put into them in perspective. In 
addition, many colleges who ordinarily require SAT STs will waive their requirement if students take the ACT 
with writing, so SAT STs may not be necessary at all.

Here are a few tips for taking SAT STs:

• Schedule the tests in May or June, towards the end of the academic year, when the information is still 
fresh in your student’s mind, but make sure they don’t conflict with finals or AP exams.

• Students should take their Subject Tests on the heels of a rigorous course in that topic area. For 
instance, take the Subject Test in U.S. History after an AP History course.

• Real prep begins around two months prior to the exam, and test prep books are helpful. 

For the last four weeks of test prep (or the only four weeks of test prep if studying has fallen by the 
wayside), we’ve provided an in-depth SAT ST Action Plan below.

WEEK 1: GET TO KNOW THE TEST
• Order a test prep book. We recommend Princeton Review or Barron’s. The College Board produces its 

own Official SAT ST Study Guides for each area, but they are basically just practice tests.
• Take a diagnostic exam from the Princeton or Barron’s test prep book. Save the tests in the Official SAT 

ST Study Guide for the end of the prep period. (Yes, we generally recommend NOT using third-party 
materials, but in this case it’s necessary). 

• Analyze performance on the practice exam. Zero in on areas that are unfamiliar or where the student 
didn’t do well. If a student needs help with core concepts, consider reaching out to a tutor.

WEEK 2: REVIEW OLD MATERIAL
• Ideally, a student should take the SAT ST after a semester-long course on that subject. Even then, there’s 

a good chance they will be rusty on key concepts from the beginning of the semester.
• Using the diagnostic test as a guide, review areas and concepts where students are shaky. The student 

may want to reach out to a teacher for help.
• At the end of Week 2, take another diagnostic exam from Barron’s or Princeton Review.
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WEEK 3: OFFICIAL PRACTICE EXAMS
• Two weeks prior to the exam date, take the official practice exam from the SAT ST Study Guide.  

If a student still has difficulties at this point, definitely reach out for help.
• Analyze this test performance against the first diagnostic exam from Week 1. Are there any areas that 

are still problematic?
• Continue to review difficult content related to the Subject Test area.

AP Exams

In May of junior year, students may be taking one or more AP exams. These exams are often the capstone 
to a year of intensive effort, and their outcomes impact both college candidacy and the potential to place 
out of college courses. 

AP exams are standardized and given by the College Board, the same company that administers the SAT 
and PSAT. They are scored out of 5, and a 3 is considered to be a passing score. However, many institutions, 
especially the more competitive ones, are looking to see scores of 4s and 5s.  

A major mistake that students make in approaching AP exams is to rely solely on their class to prepare them 
for the exam. While some teachers do an excellent job of preparing their students, taking and doing well in 
AP classes is no guarantee that a student will do as well as they want on their exams. Therefore, students 
should make sure that they are taking responsibility for their own preparation. This in no way implies they 
shouldn’t trust their teacher. Rather, it’s ensuring that they’re as ready as they can be.

Here are some tips and strategies students can use to prepare for AP exams.

1. Be social. Form a study group with other students in the class and establish a regular study routine. 
Working with friends is a great way to stay accountable.

2. Embrace the test prep book. In an AP course, the textbook and teacher are trying to teach the subject, 
not how to ace an exam. Test prep books are designed to provide practice for the exams themselves, so 
definitely invest in one.

3. Map it out. Correlate the table of contents in the test prep book with the AP course’s syllabus. Next, 
count how many weeks are available between now and the AP exam, which will come in the first two 
weeks of May. Then cut the last two weeks off and count backward. This is the number of days left to 
study for the exam.

4. Schedule. Determine when to cover chapters from the prep book. Work AP review into a weekly study 
routine. Post the schedule somewhere conspicuous and use the study group to create collective 
accountability.

5. Study. Get to it! If students are super-confident with a chapter’s subject, they can go right to the quiz/
practice exam and review what they missed. If they aren’t comfortable with the subject or have extra 
time, work through the chapter carefully and take notes for review. Be sure to give extra consideration 
to any material that was not thoroughly covered in class.

6. Self-assess and review. Grade the exams and identify the types of problems that are routinely 
challenging. Work out the solutions to these problems and review work frequently. Go back to the book 
or use an online resource such as Khan Academy to reinforce shaky subjects.

7. Practice, practice, practice. In the two weeks prior to the exam students should be taking as many 
practice exams as possible. Two full, timed practice tests should be the absolute minimum.

AP exams are never a walk in the park, nor should they be: these tests are designed to be the “gold 
standard” of academic mastery and difficulty. But with the right amount of planning—and strategic help 
when it’s required—students have an excellent shot at earning a 4 or 5.
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Testing During the Summer 

Most high schoolers will finish their standardized testing in junior year. However, senior year also offers 
some opportunities for students who still need to take or retake the SAT, ACT, or SAT Subject Tests. For 
these families, it’s important to create a clear testing plan, because there are limited chances for scheduling 
these examinations prior to admissions deadlines.

Early summer is a great time for students to generate a list of any remaining test needs. They should use 
the requirements for colleges where they plan to apply to help create this list. From there, students can 
undertake the important task of prioritizing their studying and test-taking effectively.

All students should make sure that their college list includes a few schools that are within their reach with 
their current SAT/ACT score. If students have a standardized score that doesn’t match their grades and is 
far below their potential, studying for and retaking the SAT/ACT might be a good choice, but they shouldn’t 
put all their college eggs in the “retake basket” (so to speak). In almost all cases, testing should not eclipse 
working on college applications! Students should be applying to colleges that are a good match for their 
current testing profile. 

• Early Decision Applicants: Students who intend to apply to a college early action or early decision will 
generally need to have completed their standardized tests before submitting applications, usually by 
November 1st. The College Board does not allow students to take the SAT and SAT STs on the same 
date, so students who need to take both will need to take one in August and one in October. Taking the 
ACT in September, however, may still allow students to apply early, as many schools will waive SAT ST 
requirements if they submit the ACT with its optional Writing section. 

• Regular Decision Applicants: Students applying regular decision have a bit more flexibility. In general, 
they should take their tests as early as possible while still being prepared. Waiting until the last minute 
isn’t recommended. Prioritize studying for the SAT or ACT over studying for SAT STs, as SAT STs don’t 
carry as much weight for admissions officers.  

• Re-Testing: Any student who plans to retake tests in senior year to achieve a higher score should think 
carefully before spending substantial time on retesting. Most of the time, a 20- or 30-point difference 
on the SAT or one point on the ACT isn’t worth the opportunity cost of studying. On the other hand, 
a significant increase (100 points on the SAT or 3-4 points on the ACT) could make a big difference. It 
depends on a realistic assessment of a student’s potential for improvement.
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As a student sets out on the college admissions journey, it’s important to keep in mind what really matters 
in the process. According to Signet’s team of former admissions officers, the following traits are weighed 
most heavily by admissions officers:

1. “Success in Context.” College admissions officers will be able to tell if the classes a student excelled 
in were easier or more challenging than other classes offered by the same school. Success in context 
means that a student did the best they could with what a school had to offer.

2. Fit. Students should choose schools that fit their interests, both academic and extracurricular, and then 
thoroughly explain this compatibility in their application. Consider region, school size, majors offered, 
and curriculum when looking at schools. Students should provide good reasons why the each particular 
school is a good match.

3. Consistency. Applications tell a story: This is who I am, and this is how all the elements that make me up 
will fit with your institution. The classes and extracurricular activities a student lists should be consistent 
with their stated interests.

College Application Timeline for High School Juniors

Junior year is the time to start thinking about the college application process. Graduation day may seem 
far away, but it will be here before you know it. Starting the college process in second semester of junior 
year will help students work at a moderate pace instead of a frantic one. We recommend juniors follow this 
timeline when it comes to the college application process.

• January-February*
› Get to know the different types of schools (liberal arts, technical, state, national research, etc.).
› Reflect on the type of school that may be the right fit.
› Perform local “structural” college visits (visit a few different types of schools that are nearby rather 
than focusing on specific schools). 
*These steps may have already been completed earlier in your high school career.

• March-April   
› Establish an initial college list, ranging from more ambitious choices to schools that are definitely 
within a student’s reach.
› Schedule visits to the top schools on the list, if possible.
› Do online research to supplement or stand in for a campus visit.
› Build an informal resume that catalogues a student’s accomplishments beginning in freshman year 
to help students decide what to emphasize on applications.

• April-May
› Narrow down the college list, focusing on schools that are both exciting and realistic for students 
given their GPA and test scores.
› Ask teachers and counselors for letters of recommendation before the end of the year so they have 
plenty of time to craft quality letters.

• Summer—Ideally, this is when students complete 80-90% of application work:
› Finalize the college list.
› Begin work on Common App (or other application platform) essay and any supplements.
› Determine whether students will need to retake any standardized tests in senior fall.

THE COLLEGE PROCESS
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Armed with this timeline, students should be able to establish actionable milestones that will keep the 
application process from becoming overwhelming in the first semester of senior year.

Requesting Recommendations

Recommendations from teachers and counselors, while not the most exciting part of a college application, 
are key pieces of the process that students need to have in place. Done well, recommendations share a 
positive outside perspective on the student and validate the way he or she has presented throughout the 
rest of the application. While mediocre recommendations may not overly penalize a student, letters that are 
too general are a missed opportunity to say something distinct about the applicant. 

By junior year, students should be able to identify who is going to write their college recommendations. In 
general, students need recommendations from one or two teachers as well as one from their counselor. 
Although an often-overlooked part of the admissions process, recommendations are quite important to a 
student’s application. Admissions officers consider teachers and counselors their peers, so they tend to put 
a lot of stock into what teachers and counselors have to say. Additionally, recommendations are usually the 
only “outside” confirmation that admissions officers have of what students say about themselves in essays 
or on the activity list.

Students should try to ask teachers about letters of recommendation before the end of junior year. This 
ensures that teachers have plenty of time to write the letters, allows students to easily meet early decision 
or early application deadlines, and allows teachers to write based on fresh memories and interaction with 
students if they won’t be in the teacher’s classroom during senior year.

Great recommendations are specific and speak to the unique role students play in class. Students may 
consider reminding teachers why they asked them to write the recommendation in a short conversation 
or letter, but they shouldn’t dictate or try to unduly influence what teachers write. The best way to get 
excellent letters of recommendation is to forge strong relationships with teachers. An excellent relationship 
does not necessarily mean the student got straight As in a particular class. Rather, a subject area that was 
difficult but where the student showed significant improvement might be a great opportunity for a letter of 
recommendation. 

When it comes to counselor recommendations, students don’t typically have a choice about who will write 
this letter. It’s more important to have strong relationships with the teachers writing recommendations than 
with the school counselor. Admissions officers understand that these counselors are often extremely busy 
and aren’t able to cultivate close relationships with every student. Ultimately, the best thing students can 
do for counselors is to make their recommendation requests well in advance and follow all guidelines their 
counselor sets forth.

A Note on Keeping Records:
We highly recommend students maintain some 
kind of record of especially meaningful projects 
or assignments they have completed. These 
experiences can inform teacher recommendations 
and provide great material for college essays. 

Whether it’s a journal or a set of process notes, this 
kind of documentation will help students track and 
reflect on their personal growth throughout their 
learning journey.
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Developing the College List

Building the college list is the single most important part of the college process. It’s a bold statement, but 
it’s true. The reason is that if students can clearly identify colleges that are the right FIT for them, everything 
else (including the motivation to undertake the process) will flow smoothly from there. And a student’s 
likelihood of being accepted is far greater. 

Fit takes into account all of the basics like GPA and SAT/ACT scores, but it goes far beyond that to look at 
things like location, culture, atmosphere, areas of study, values, and more. Students who go to colleges 
that are a good fit for them will thrive. Students who go to colleges that are a bad fit—no matter how well-
known or prestigious—will struggle.

With literally thousands of colleges to consider, finding this fit can be a daunting task. But it all starts with 
creating a stellar college list. 

Ideally, the college list is drafted by spring break of junior year and finalized by the start of summer.  
That way students can use the summer to focus on the essay, supplements, and application portions of  
the college process.

In order to build the college list, students must reflect on what they want in a college: not what their 
parents want, not what their friends think they need, but what they want. By understanding their own 
preferences, students can quickly narrow down their options.

For a step by step guide to creating the college list, students should refer to our College List Kit in this 
guide’s Resources section. After they’ve completed the kit, students should have an initial college list of 15-
30 colleges, containing an approximately equal number of Safety, Target, and Reach schools:

• Safety—below your GPA and SAT/ACT combination;
• Target—around your GPA and SAT/ACT combination;
• Reach—above your GPA and SAT/ACT combination.

One a student has the initial list, the next step is to further narrow down the options, resulting in the final 
list of 8-10 schools where a student intends to apply. The final list should still be divided roughly into thirds 
between Safety, Target, and Reach schools.

The best way for students to narrow down the list is to take specific college visits to as many campuses as 
possible. Families should also consider logistical factors, such as distance away from home, tuition costs, 
and financial aid options. 

Parents have the right to voice their opinions about refining the college list, but keep in mind that ultimately 
the student is the one attending their chosen school. 

Once a student has narrowed down the options to a final list of 8-10 schools, it’s time to focus on the 
application process for each school. Although many schools will use a common app or other similar 
general application, they may request additional supplemental essays or have other requirements unique to 
them, so pay close attention to the application guidelines.
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College Visits

There are essentially two types of college visits that families are encouraged to make in junior year: 
structural visits and specific visits. 

Structural visits are typically taken earlier in the year (they may even be taken in 9th or 10th grade), and 
their purpose is to look at various types of colleges so students can start thinking about what they want 
from their future school.

Structural visits are taken to nearby (think driving-distance) colleges to get a feel for the type of 
environment that each school represents. For example, if you live in Boston, you might visit Northeastern as 
an example of a large, private, urban school. You might go to Tufts to get a feel for the suburban liberal arts 
school. And finally, you might drive out to Wheaton College to experience a smaller liberal arts school.

A student does not need to be especially interested in a particular school in order to gain value from a 
structural visit to its campus. However, if your student has identified a particular interest they might pursue 
in college, try to plan at least some structural visits around that interest. For example, a student who loves 
math and science should definitely make a structural visit to a technical school.

Structural visits can easily be added to vacations or visits to family and are a great way to check out a 
different environment or part of the country. But remember that these visits should be exploratory and fun, 
so keep things casual.

Specific visits focus on individual schools a student is interested in attending, and will be more helpful once 
a student has created a college list.

Specific college visits are taken to help students understand whether a particular school is right for them. 
Specific college visits can happen as soon as a student has created an initial college list of 15-30 schools 
(more on the college list in the next section) to help refine the list to a final 8-10 schools. They can also 
help students determine which school to attend once they have received acceptances.

In general, students should do their best to plan a visit when school is actually in session. A campus will feel 
and look quite different on spring or summer break. Likewise, sticking to the guided campus tour can also 
be a lackluster experience (although the official tour should be a part of all campus visits).

Instead, students should try to get a feel for various aspects of campus life. This may involve checking out 
the library and grabbing a bite to eat in the neighborhood. A broad mix of experiences, both scheduled and 
improvised, makes a college visit well-rounded and informative. 

For each type of visit, use Signet’s College Visit Worksheet (Appendix D) to compile notes, impressions, 
and experiences on campus. 
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How to Get Applications Done  
Over the Summer 
Whenever possible, we recommend that students have their college applications nearly ready for 
submission by the end of the summer after junior year. Senior year tends to be jam-packed with rigorous 
classes, demanding extracurriculars, and limited free time, so making good use of the summer is key.

Many families head into summer with the best of intentions. But we get a lot of calls in August from families 
who have spent the whole summer fighting about college applications or have struggled for months to find 
the time for this process. The heart of the problem is often time management, not lack of information. The 
following tips will help students structure their summers so they can actually get their work done while still 
leaving time for fun and relaxation.

TIP #1: THE BRAIN DUMP
Early in the summer, students should spend time creating a master list of everything that needs to be done 
for the college application process. Be specific as possible about what needs to be accomplished.

TIP #2: CREATE MANAGEABLE TASKS
Once the big picture of what a student needs to work on is complete, break down big projects into bite-
size tasks to make the entire process more feasible. For example, the first step to “write personal statement” 
might be “spend an hour brainstorming interesting essay topics". 

TIP #3: CHECK IN WITH YOUR STUDENT’S HIGH SCHOOL
Look ahead to what a student’s school counselor might be expecting and offering throughout the next 
academic year. Many schools have deadlines for requesting recommendations, or may offer workshops to 
help with the common application or essay.

TIP #4: SET REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS
Parents and students alike need to keep their feet on the ground when establishing goals and timelines for 
college applications. Remember that students deserve some time to rest and recharge. Tailor the schedule 
to however the student works best. That could mean a recurring schedule with regular study times each 
week, or it could mean devoting a couple of weeks throughout the summer to application “intensives”.

TIP #5: SCHEDULE TWICE THE AMOUNT OF TIME
College applications always take longer than expected. When planning, double the anticipated amount of 
time applications will take to complete.

TIP #6: LEAVE A BUFFER
Smart families leave buffer time toward the end of the summer by reserving a few days as an “if all else fails” 
option for working on college applications. Even students who have been working on their applications 
throughout the summer may need this extra time. It’s also wise for families to set a deadline to ask for help. 
This backstop creates a firm commitment and holds both parents and students accountable for engaging 
with this process and accepting help if needed.

TIP #7: RESPECT THE PROCESS
The work of creating a good college application cannot be done overnight. It requires sustained effort and 
thought over time, and parents and students need to accept that there are no shortcuts to getting a great 
result. This is a process of discovery and revision, and the application and essays will have multiple iterations 
along the way.
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Helping Parents Understand the College Process

While high school juniors and their parents aren’t always the most collaborative bunch, parental 
involvement can be really valuable during the college process. Parents can help students hold the big 
picture in mind instead of getting bogged down in minutiae; they can also keep students on track in terms 
of timing and focus for particular events. Whether it’s helping schedule their ACTs or looking into working 
with a tutor or coach, parents want to be consistently supportive when things get hectic for their students.

However, this doesn’t mean parents are responsible for solving their students’ problems for them! Although 
it can be difficult to watch a child struggle, learning to solve their own problems presents students with a 
unique opportunity for personal growth.

A parent should also be a student’s cheerleader in terms of moderating stress and taking care of the basics 
of their health, like sleep, exercise, and nutrition. Junior year is demanding, no doubt about it. Smart 
planning and maintaining a sense of priorities can help students manage these months more effectively, but 
keeping perspective is also vital. While the college process is important, it’s never more important than a 
student’s long-term well-being.

TIP #8: ASK FOR HELP
If applications are not getting done or the conversation around applications is becoming a family feud, 
it’s time to seek outside assistance. The stakes are too high to let this become just another teen/parent 
argument. Families can reach out to school counselors (if available) or independent consultants in order 
to get things done. If you’re interested in exploring your options, feel free to reach out to us for help at 
signeteducation.com/connect.

Phew! Junior year of high school is a tremendous undertaking for students and parents alike. This guide has 
given you an overview of what to expect throughout junior year, but we have more detailed information 
available on all of these topics in some of our other Signet Guides (signeteducation.com/guides). From 
standardized testing to study habits, these topics are perfect for juniors and their parents who want plenty 
of support throughout this busy time.

If we could impart just one lesson about junior year, it would be to keep things in perspective. It is true that 
what students do right now matters a lot for their high school careers and the college process. However, 
nothing is more important than a student’s well-being. Prioritizing a student’s health and happiness will 
ultimately lead to the best outcome possible, even if that means allowing some elements of junior year to 
be less than perfect. If life is a roller coaster, junior year might be one of the big, exhilarating drops. Hold on 
tight but enjoy the ride!

CONCLUSION
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Academic Skills: 

Signet blog: What is the Pomodoro Technique? 
https://bit.ly/2znZIy4

Signet tools: Plan Your Work, Work Your Plan 
https://bit.ly/2m9lUT6

Book: How to Become a Straight A Student, by Cal Newport 
http://calnewport.com/books/straight-a-student/

Signet Guide: Guide to Successful Studying
https://bit.ly/2m5ULAc

Mental Health:

Signet Guide: An Intro to Mental Health in High School
https://bit.ly/2KMI643

Testing:

Signet blog: What are SAT Subject Tests?
https://bit.ly/2zJwlq2

Signet Guide: Guide to Standardized Tests 
https://bit.ly/2FDPI2h

Signet Guide: Guide to SAT / ACT Preparation
https://bit.ly/2Fzts9O

The College Board’s Guide to the 2018 ACT/SAT Concordance
https://bit.ly/2JtlAHX/

Colleges that use SAT Subject Tests
https://bit.ly/1UGcb3v

The College Process:
 
Signet’s Favorite Summer Programs
https://bit.ly/2K1SEqR

College List Kit 
https://signeteducation.com/college-list-kit

RESOURCES
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APPENDIX A
HIGH SCHOOL ROADMAP
FRESHMAN ACADEMIC SNAPSHOT

Academics FALL SPRING SUMMER NOTES

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5

Class 6

Class 7

Extracurriculars FALL SPRING SUMMER NOTES

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 4

Activity 5

Activity 6

Activity 7
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Testing TEST DATE TEST SCORE

PSAT

SAT

ACT

SAT SUBJECT

TOEFL (if applicable)

AP/IB Exams (if applicable)

Achievements/Honors FALL SPRING SUMMER

General Notes

Sleep

Exercise

Workload/Routines

General satisfaction 
with performance

SHORT-TERM GOALS LONG-TERM GOALS

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3
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FRESHMAN REFLECTION QUESTIONS

What are you passionate about? What do you want to do with your life?

What do you enjoy doing outside the classroom?

What are your goals for this year?

What kind of relationships do you want to build?

What classes do you need to take?

What tests do you need to take?

What size and type of college do you imagine yourself attending?
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ROADMAP ASSESSMENT

Part 1: Reflection

Have you met any of the goals you set?

• Exceeded any of the goals you set?

• Missed the mark on any of the goals you set?

In areas where you’ve missed the mark, is there still a way to reach the goal?

• What would have to happen in order to reach it?

Have any of your plans, interests, or desires changed or shifted?

• If so, in what ways?

• If so, how might that affect current academic classes or extracurriculars?

Part 2: Recalibration

Personal development 

• What are your student's passions? 

• What are their strengths and weaknesses?

Academic achievement

• What classes do they need to take to reach their goals?

• What’s working or not working about current study habits?

Relationships

• What relationships with teachers, coaches, and administrators do they want to build?

Testing

• What tests do they need to take?

• When do they need to take them?

Extracurriculars 

• What do they enjoy doing outside the classroom?

• Which activities are feeling like a good fit?

• Are there any activities they want to stop doing?
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APPENDIX B
MENTAL HEALTH CHECKLIST

The Mental Health Checklist is intended to help you assess how you’re doing with self-care. Complete 
this questionnaire in a calm space, both mentally and physically, and be honest with your answers. 
Aim to identify a family member, teacher, mentor, physician, or other trusted adult with whom you feel 
comfortable discussing your responses.

Please note that this questionnaire is not a clinical diagnostic tool and should not be used as a substitute for 
seeking professional support.

Sleep

1. Are you sleeping 7-9 hours/night?

 Yes          No

If not, how many hours a night do you sleep on average? 

2. Do you fall asleep in less than 20 minutes?

 Yes          No

If not, how long does it usually take you? 

3. Once you’re asleep, do you stay asleep all night?

 Yes          No

If not, how often do you wake up? 

4. Do you ever take medication to help you fall asleep?

 Yes          No

5. Do you exercise 2-3 times/week?

 Yes          No

If not, how often?

6. Do you drink 8-10 glasses of water each day?

 Yes          No

If not, how many? 
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7. Do you eat three meals each day?

 Yes          No

If not, when are you eating?

8. Do you eat at least some fruits or vegetables most days?

 Yes          No

9. Do you visit your school nurse more than once/month?

 Yes          No

If yes, what are you visiting them for? 

10. How many days of school do you miss in a year?

Social Life

1. Do you ever find time to get bored (that’s a good thing!)?

 Yes          No

2. Do you have enough unstructured downtime with friends?

 Yes          No

3. Describe your relationship with your parents.

4. Do you spend more than two hours each day in front of a computer or TV screen?

 Yes          No

If yes, how many hours? 

5. Do you have close friends who you trust?

 Yes          No

6. Do you feel connected to at least one adult at school or elsewhere in your life?

 Yes          No
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Common mental health pitfalls

1. Do you notice that you’re anxious or worried on a daily basis?

 Yes          No

If yes, what are you usually worried about? 

2. Do other people call you “a worrier?”

 Yes          No

3. Do you feel like you have enough energy most days?

 Yes          No

4. How often would you describe your mood as sad?

5. Do you get irritated or frustrated faster than you’d like to?

 Yes          No

6. Do you consider yourself disorganized?

 Yes          No

If yes, does it create problems in your life?

 Yes          No

7. Are you easily distracted?

 Yes          No

Look back at your checklist and pick 2-3 items that you’d like to focus on for this semester.

Make a plan for how you will improve on each of these items.

The 2-3 items I’d like to focus on this semester are:

1.

2.

3. 

One way I’ll follow through on each of these is...
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APPENDIX C
RESUME TEMPLATE

MY NAME
123 My Street, Cambridge MA 02138 · myemail@gmail.com. (555) 555-5555

Education            20_ - Present
My School Name, City, State
Diploma (expected June 20__), GPA: ______
• Class Rank xx/xxx 
• SAT Scores: xxx-Math, xxx-Reading, xxx-Writing
• SAT II Scores: xxx-U.S. History, xxx-World History 
• National Honors Society

Activities
Mock Trial Club                                     Grades 10-12
Captain. 
• Currently spending 6 hours/week organizing teams, delegating roles for teammates, and coaching 

fellow teammates in mock trials.  
• Important points about role or honors within the club
• Important points

Speech and Debate Club                   Grades 10-12
Captain. 
• Coordinated tournaments with coaches and tournament leaders, organized weekly meetings, and 

assisted with instructing other club members.
• Important points about role or honors within the club
• Important points

Physics Club                     Grades 11-12 
Participant. 
• Attended meetings one day a week and assisted with projects.
• Important points about role or honors within the club

Volunteer Work
Freshman Mentor, My School                  Grades 11-12
• Co-led discussions and activities on the 9th grade campus once a month to address and discuss the 

challenges that 9th graders typically face.  

Religious Education Teacher, My Church                 Grades 7-12
• Taught classes once a week to students ranging in age from pre-k to 5th grade.  
• Helped develop a curriculum that is focused on moral teachings.

Work Experience
My Job, City, State                                      Date-Date
Teacher.  
• Promoted to full teacher after (X amount of time). Created my own lesson plans, actively advised two 

students, and was available as a general mentor to all students in the program. 
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APPENDIX D: 
COLLEGE VISIT WORKSHEET

College Name:

Date of Visit:

To do list:

Register at the admissions office

Take an official tour

Sit in on a class

Eat at the cafeteria

Look at bulletin boards for clubs and events you like (and take pictures of things that look cool!)

Look at facilities:

Gym

Computer labs

Student union

Cafeteria

Dorms

Main library

Classrooms/lecture halls

Other buildings relevant to your major or interests

Talk to at least one professor

Talk to students

Talk to an admissions representative

Questions to Ponder:

• What’s the season now? Is it always going to be this type of weather?

• Are classes in session now? Is it always going to be this crowded/empty on campus?

• How comfortable am I here?

• What could I see myself studying here?
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• Are there places here I could see myself doing what I do? Where? What?

• Any cool courses? Clubs? Traditions?

• Notable quirks, oddities, or nuances?

• What class did I attend?

 - Is this a class I plan to take for my major?

 - Number of students:

 - Type (lecture/discussion/lab/etc):

 - Are all classes at this school of this type?

• What are the dorms like?

• How far are the dorms from:

 - dining halls:

  - classrooms:

  - libraries:

  - gyms:

  - public transportation:

• How’s the food?

• What is the surrounding town like?

• How far is this school from home?

• Would I be happy here?

Questions to ask a random student:

• What is the best thing about this college?

• What’s the worst thing?

• What do students do on weekends?

• Why did you come here?
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